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Dear Devotees of Baba Tapaswiji on his boat

Of Sat Kartar Beda Par 

In life every experience is necessary as every day teaches the 

other day- every day has a meaning stored for the next day !

Every phase stores a lesson to be learnt for the next phase.  

The process of learning never stops even when a person 

becomes old as long as there is element of consciousness in 

thoughts.  Every decision of life is based upon antecedents.

An analytical mind is a storehouse of experiences.   

Been insulted ? – Been left to lurch ? Been cheated ?  Been 

humiliated ? Been shown the exit door ? Been dumped ?  Been 

harassed ? Been pulled for no reason ?  Been blamed ? Been 

hurted ? Been taken for a ride ? Though bad yet its Okay ! as all 

this was necessary and is necessary and would be necessary in 

life as part of a falling into the pond of experiences to come out 

fresh with wisdom gained in life.

Experiences can never be bought- they can only be earned with 

the grace and counsel of years.

It is said Guru is storehouse of grace and when the Guru is 

compassionate towards the devotee, he allows his devotee ride 

smooth through all or any kinds of experiences necessary as 

manifestation for growth. 

Sometimes a devotee it so happens that he complains to the 

Guru, and sometimes might blame the Guru and if that is not 

enough at times would even coerce the Guru for certain 

experiences that the devotee has gone through.  It has become 

so easy for him or her to blame and coerce the Guru !

The Guru is always as compassionate towards his beloved 

devotee whose sole purpose is to raise the consciousness of the 

devotee from the ordinary to the extraordinary and let him 

understand the true meaning of life through the real-time 

experiences.

When you were insulted  Guru was there watching your 

humiliation – When you were left to lurch with Guru’s grace you 

could bear -when you were cheated with Guru’s grace you had 

the capacity to forgive-  when you were humiliated with Guru’s 

grace you were compassionate-  when you were shown you the 

exit door- The Guru opened the other door for you – when you 

were dumped the Guru brought in your life that individual who 

wanted you so badly- when you were harassed The Guru brought 

those people in your life who made your life easy- When you 

were pulled for no reason The Guru showed you at that end that 

justice got delivered– When you were blamed The Guru brought 

the wrong doers to the books- When you were taken for a ride 

The Guru actually made you strong enough to trust those who 

were worthy. If the Guru has done all that he could to allow you 

glide smoothly thorugh all your bad experiences and if you 

believe it and agree this viewpoint  then how can Guru be ever  

blamed or even coerced ? but even that is okay with the Guru 

because he knows you – He loves you for what you are - When the 

Guru ignites the kundalini shakti in a devotee it is then that the 

devotee understands that all the experiences that he or she goes 

through is divine play of consciousness.

Surely you must have heard that everyone has a story of own to 

say about life. That itself signifies the fact that life is a story. 

That life is a play of consciousness wherein the human being by 

virtue of having evolved out of 84 lacs of births in different forms 

of species has taken birth to understand the meaning of life. It is 

only in human form that meaning of life can be understood. 

Here is a short story there used to be three good warriers and 

they all fought for their land and having lost their lives together 

in a combat they all carried in their wallets small pieces of paper 

with their last wishes mentioned in each one’s pocket.

When the war was won the countrymen opened the wallets of 

the warriers and in the paper of the first warrier was written I 

WISH TO BE THE KING – it so happened that he was reincarnated 

as a King in his next birth. 

In the wallet of the second warrier was found the words written 

as I WISH TO BE THE COMMANDER – he was born in his next birth 

as Commander in the military. 

When the wallet of the third one was opened the countrymen 

found the words written as I KNOW WHY THERE ARE WARS ? – LIFE 

IS A PLAY OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND I PLAYED MY PART AS A 

WARRIOR AND AND I UNDERSTAND WHAT IS MEANING OF LIFE. I 

HAVE NO WISHES.

The third one never took a rebirth and attained liberation.
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